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Background

To assist Washington, DC area theaters in planning for their re-openings once it is 
considered safe to congregate again, Shugoll Research conducted a survey on the 

likelihood of  theatergoers to return immediately to attend theater and the factors 
and concerns that would make audiences more or less likely to attend again.

This sample was limited to those living in the Washington, DC area.  However, it is 
probable that the impact on DC theatergoers of the pandemic would generally 

match those of theatergoers in other markets.  We suggest this study can be useful 
information for other markets where a local survey does not exist.



Methodology

Total (n=2,762) (data are accurate within +/- 2% at a 95% confidence level)

The survey was sent via email with a link to the survey.  Between April 8th and 9th, 2,762 theatergoers completed 
the survey. 

Shugoll Research developed a 5-minute online survey that was sent to its proprietary database.  

Online Survey
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Methodology

All respondents were screened to ensure that they:
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Are at least 21 years old

Attend at least two professional theater productions in a typical 
year

Attend at least 1 professional theater production at local non-
profit theaters excluding those that present primarily touring 

productions (Kennedy Center, National Theatre, Warner 
Theatre)



There is not a significant difference in the percentages very likely to return to theaters by venue size.  The percent very likely to 
return to the largest theaters (like the Kennedy Center, National Theater and Warner Theatre) is 29%, to “medium size” theaters like 
Arena Stage and Shakespeare Theatre is 30% and to “smaller theaters” like Studio Theatre, Signature Theatre, Woolly Mammoth 
Theatre Company, Theater J, Round House Theatre and Olney Theatre Center is 34%.

Conclusions and Recommendations
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2)

With most earned income streams this spring eliminated by the pandemic, DC area theaters are relying heavily on being able to 
launch their new seasons to generate needed revenue.  But even if theatres are able to open, will customers return?  This study 
suggests that most theatergoers will not return immediately.  It will be more of a trickle back.  This is based on the following
findings:

• Only about 1 in 3 theatergoers (31%) say they are very likely to return immediately when theaters reopen while about 1 in 5 (21%) 
are very unlikely.

• Around half (49%) suggest they will probably wait at least a few months or more before returning while only a quarter (25%) think 
they will attend right away if there is something they want to see.

1)

While Washingtonians who attend Broadway shows say they are very likely to return to Broadway immediately (30%) in similar 
numbers as to returning to locally produced shows, Broadway has the highest number very unlikely to return immediately (28%).  As 
Broadway relies heavily on out-of-towners, this will be a significant problem for them.

3)

All Theatergoers Will Not Be Ready to Return When Theaters Reopen



Conclusions and Recommendations
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Some good news for theaters is that the most frequent theatergoers are more prone to be very likely to attend immediately (41%), 
although this still represents a minority of frequent theater attenders.

4)

Interestingly, those in the most vulnerable age demographic for the virus (65 years and older) are not any less likely to return 
immediately than those under 65.

5)

Sports teams will have similar challenges.  The study also finds that only 32% of the sample is very likely to return immediately to
sports venues.  They are less inclined to attend indoor arenas like Capital One Arena (26% very likely to return immediately) than 
outdoor stadiums like Nationals Park and FedEx Field (37% very likely to return, still a concerning number).

6)

Overall, theaters will likely see a net audience decline from previous seasons before the pandemic as more theatergoers say they 
will attend the theater less often now (27%) than more often (13%).

7)

There Likely Will Be a Decline in Audience Size Next Season



Conclusions and Recommendations
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While economic factors have some impact on the likelihood of returning to theaters (25% fear a recession, 25% indicate their 
disposable income is down, 21% took a salary cut or lost their job, 20% say their investment portfolio was reduced), it is health 
concerns that give theatergoers the most pause about returning.  Almost half (46%) are concerned about the possible impact on
their health if they attend the theater and 42% realize a Covid-19 vaccine won’t yet be available when theaters reopen.  While both 
those under 65 and 65 and over say health concerns are their biggest worry, the younger segment is more likely to name each of the 
economic factors than the older respondents.

8)

What would most increase interest in returning is if a vaccine did exist (67%) something, of course, well beyond the control of 
theatres.  The most important thing theaters have control over and could do to get their customers back more quickly is cleaning
and disinfecting before each performance (auditorium, café, restrooms) (56%).  They also might implement some or all of the 
following which are the next most mentioned health-related factors in motivating a quicker return to the theater (all mentioned by 
over 1 in 3 respondents): having hand sanitizers available throughout the theater (43%), if every other seat was left empty for social 
distancing (43%), and having face masks available (35%).

9)

Two other factors are interesting for theaters to reflect on when considering how to encourage audiences to return.  First, 
theatergoers would not be more likely to return if the fare was lighter and fun.  Ironically, even though their health is the major 
concern about returning, they would be more likely to do so if prices were lower.  This suggests the possibility of a “welcome back” 
sale, although most theater budgets developed for 2021 did not incorporate something like this.

10)

Health Concerns Are More Important than Economic Concerns in Whether to Return to the Theater



Conclusions and Recommendations
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With the economic downturn, the study also suggests there may be some revenue jeopardy for contributed income.  Potential 
donors must balance the increased need of theaters because of the pandemic with the economic impact the virus has had on their 
own lives and the many competing causes brought into focus during the pandemic when assessing whether to contribute.  Less 
than half (47%) who have given to a theater in the last year say they are very likely to do so again.  Still, 10% who have not given 
previously apparently recognize the increased need and are likely to give a contribution this year.

11)

Note that the data in this study are very much impacted by the point in time it was conducted.  As the pandemic progresses, views 
likely will change.  As the opening of the new season gets closer, theatergoers will have a better idea of what the risks are of being in 
crowds.  Therefore, Shugoll Research plans to track these attitudes over time.

12)

Contributed Income May Also Decline This Season Given the Economic Downturn

Attitudes toward Returning to the Theater May Change Closer to Reopening


